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Minimum Height
The logos have been designed to reproduce 
at a minimum height of 45 mm.
On the web the minimum hights of the logos 
is 200 pixels.
There is no maximum reproduction size of 
the logos.
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45 mm

1. Primary Colors
offer various shades to be used 
within he different applications.

2. Secondary Colors
These colors are secondary to the 1st.

3. Type Colors
These colors are used for backgrounds 
and lines.

4. Highlight Color
This color is used for highlighting.

SUB-HEADER
18/21pt

SOLECTAESSINT UT IMAXIMU 
SCIPIET ALITAS IL IMOLUPTA 
CONSE IDIPSUNT MOLUPTA 
TIATUSA.
 
MUSDAE CONSEQUO EX 
EXPLIT, UT ATE QUATIUM 
QUI TALPUM.

Color-Palette

Logo-Housing

Typography
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COLOR GRADIENT

CMYK = 60/20/0/0
RGB    = 153/204/204
web    = #99CCCC

LOGO-TYPE TEXT

CMYK = 89/82/55/23
RGB    = 54/59/80
web    = #363B50

CMYK = 00/00/00/100
RGB    = 0/0/0
web    = #000000
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Image Style
PORTRAIT SUSANNA MITTERMAIER

Requirements:
– high contrast
– sharp images
– modern, cheerful and happy!

Corporate Images are responsible to transfer the values and the spirit of Susanna Mittermaier to 
the clients or the potential clients. It is a composite psychological impression that continually 
changes with the circumstances, media coverage, performance, pronouncements, etc.
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BACKGROUND IMAGES
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Body Copy
10/15pt

Sam, od modis ut odior sitin natio. Lestior 
aut fugit est, conecaborem re ped estium 
corem ut ad quam, consequate voles aliquia 
dolore pla quam de pero omnihicius, com-
nien ihiciur? Catur rem seque sitatent que 
pedis escimus doluptatur, volorisi seceaqui-
bus dellore corum rerferatur, qui ut et eum 
quibustrum quo odisimus remporitaque 
omnis accullit volorit as magnimusam 
esciustrum ut qui comni venderspicia. 
Lestior aut fugit est, conecaborem re ped 
estium corem ut ad quam, consequate voles. 

1. White Background
The primary housing option 
will be a centred logo on 
white. 

Image Background
Using a background is often 
more visually effective than 
on white.
If placed on an image (!very light 
colors only!), multiply the logo 
with the background.

The different logo-versions, as 
there are english and german 
versions, as well as logos with and 
without claims and with and 
without the peacock can be 
selected in the logo-overview file.

2.

3.

CMYK color model


